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The global prison population has continued to rise, with almost 11 million people in prison despite downward trends in crime. The Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners mandates the protection of basic human rights for persons deprived of liberty and advocates for the improvement of living conditions and environments of people in prison. Health disparity is evident with imprisoned people likely to be the most marginalised and poorest members of society, with health outcomes further compounded when incarcerated. Tackling health inequalities by addressing the health needs of people in prisons is therefore an essential component of contributing to the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals specifically to reduce inequality within and among countries and leaving no one behind. Ensuring effective delivery of health care in prisons is an important aspect of life in prison, often challenging given the huge burden of disease in this key population, and is vital in terms of connecting prison health to public health. Imprisoned people are however significantly under-represented in health research, which underpins a lack of evidence-based interventions addressing their complex health needs or informing wider reform of the health service in prisons. Reasons for this lack of engagement in routine prison health enquiry and prison health research are unclear, perhaps in part due to societal views on incarceration as punitive rather than restorative, imprisoned people as devalued citizens, and lack of political will to improve resource allocation to prisons, all of which compound barriers to access for outsider research and situational investigation.

The ethical conduct of health research in sub-Saharan African prisons is therefore an important issue. Little published literature directly addresses the protection of imprisoned people (and prison staff) in sub-Saharan African health research, and a distinct lack of clear prison focused guidance and oversight in line with international standards to ensure ethical and robust prison health research. Substantial ethical concerns exist in terms of prison management influencing research data, structural obstacles to voluntariness, coercion of imprisoned people and prison staff, and embargoing of academic publications by management and government at a country level. Growth of prison health research activity is therefore dependent upon an adequate ethical framework to protect imprisoned people and prison staff as research participants.

Promoting and supporting good practice in prison health research and the publication of findings is vital to support continental, regional, and international efforts to monitor prison health situation, and to ensure adequate standards of care for imprisoned people and standards of working environments for prison staff.

Continued neglect of prison health research in the sub-Saharan African region has huge implications on mortality, morbidity, and disease prevention, the right to health and a healthy working environment, and overall impact on general population health. The region is characterised by high HIV and tuberculosis co-infection, with the emergence of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis complicating chronic care management, amid rising multi-comorbidity.
with non-communicable diseases. The high rates of risk behaviours and practices in prisons, exposure to disease (staff and imprisoned people) coupled with high recidivism in sub-Saharan Africa, poses potential threat to the efforts that have been achieved in the HIV and tuberculosis response with populations outside prisons. Imprisoned people are frequently re-incarcerated and released, posing risks to themselves, their immediate families, and the wider community as they become potential carriers of transmissible diseases that can be catastrophic to public health.

A strategic approach spanning public health and human rights, and connecting research, surveillance, and evidence-based health care in prisons to that in the community is warranted not only for the millions who pass through the prison system each year in sub-Saharan African countries and those who work in these prisons, but also to entire populations.
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